
G A I L Z A H T Z

Enabling your shift to value.

Be the Bridge

7 years ago Gail Zahtz was blind. in an electric wheelchair, living in
a nursing home basement. Today she inspires audiences with
“home-grown” authenticity and candor. Drawing from her own
experiences and her expertise in value based healthcare, she
guides audiences to identifying and using their innate strengths to
overcome challenges in all parts of life. Gail enables audiences to
understand complex, must-know healthcare business information
woven around compelling personal stories.

Best Public Education Campaign:
Mental Health Association

Walking Gallery of Healthcare

#HIT 100 TOP 100 
Influential leaders in: 

Health Information Technologies

Keynote Speaker, Workshops,

In-Residence Value-Based-Healthcare Expert
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Enabling your shift to value.

Be the Bridge

“Gail is a national treasure”
Karo Warburg Block 
CEO Earthkind

Gail is gracious, easy to 
direct, and a dynamic 
speaker whether holding 
the spotlight or creating 
rapport alongside her 
fellow presenters. Our 
audience loved her.”

“

Paula Blackenship 
Conference Director- Hertel

“Incredibly Powerful”
Regina Holliday 
Walking Gallery of Healthcare / 
Cinderblocks Conference Director

In-person or on-screen- Gail delivers 
lasting impact every time.

 How to survive almost anythin
 From pandemic to purpos
 From transactional to transformational

Keynotes

An internationally recognized expert in the business of 
healthcare, Gail helps you understand the latest 
regulations, find the leakage and gain new revenues.

 Realizing Health Equit
 Value Based Contractin
 True North: The Patient Journey

Healthcare

Half and full days unique to you big 
challenges and audacious goals.

 Identifying the Real Obstacle
 Reframing for Result
 Delivering Value: Making it Happen

Transformation Workshops

For corporate retreats to spiritual get always- having 
Gail as a scholar in residence can make the difference.

 Overcoming challenge
 My Orthodox Lif
 Money, purpose and mission

Retreats & EDU-Travel

Popular Topics
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